This work addresses uncertainty quantification of electromagnetic devices determined by the eddy current problem. The multilevel Monte Carlo (MLMC) method is used for the treatment of uncertain parameters while the devices are discretized in space by the finite element method. Both methods yield numerical approximations such that the total errors is split into stochastic and spatial contributions. We propose a particular implementation where the spatial error is controlled based on a Richardson-extrapolationbased error indicator. The stochastic error in turn is efficiently reduced in the MLMC approach by distributing the samples on multiple grids. The method is applied to a toy problem with closed-form solution and a permanent magnet synchronous machine with uncertainties. The uncertainties under consideration are related to the material properties in the stator and the magnets in the rotor. The examples show that the error indicator works reliably, the meshes used for the different levels do not have to be nested and, most importantly, MLMC reduces the computational cost by at least one order of magnitude compared to standard Monte Carlo.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE consideration of uncertainties in modeling and simulation becomes increasingly popular in electrical engineering applications. In real-world problems, the number of uncertain random parameters is often very large, e.g. due to variations in the material, geometry and sources [1] . In a magnetics context, uncertainties in the material have been addressed for example in [2] , [3] , [4] . An uncertain material geometry was considered in [5] , whereas uncertainties in sources have been discussed in [6] . Often one is interested in the forward propagation of those uncertainties to quantify the yield, rates of failure, stochastic moments, e.g. the mean value and sensitivities. To this end, one is concerned with the solution of partial differential equations with random inputs, e.g. stemming from Maxwell's equations.
There are several approaches to deal with uncertainties. Stochastic collocation, stochastic Galerkin, often in combination with polynomial chaos methods, see e.g. [7] , belong to a class of methods that are very efficient if the number of uncertain input parameters is small. As the dimensionality of the uncertainty increases, those methods become inefficient and eventually unaffordable, due to the curse-of-dimensionality. Sparse grids [8] can be used in this case, but the curseof-dimensionality will only be mitigated. Additionally, if the solution is not smooth with respect to the random inputs, those methods are not well suited.
A classical way to deal with such problems is the Monte Carlo (MC) method, since its convergence rate is independent of the number of uncertain inputs. However, the convergence rate is O(N −1/2 ), where N is the number of drawn samples, which is slow compared to the methods mentioned above. Therefore, the computational cost becomes prohibitive for high accuracies, since the underlying partial differential equation (PDE) needs to be solved for every sample.
A variety of so-called variance reduction techniques can be used to improve the convergence rate of MC. One of them is the well known quasi Monte Carlo (QMC) approach. Instead of choosing the samples randomly and independently, the samples are chosen out of a sequence, resulting in an error convergence rate of O(log(N) M /N), which suffers from the curse of dimensionality as well if the number of random variables M is large [9] . For a moderate number of samples N and a moderate M, the convergence is given approximately by O(N −1 ) [10] .
Another popular technique for variance reduction is the multilevel Monte Carlo (MLMC) method. The technique was first introduced by Heinrich [11] and then extended by Giles [12] , [13] . Recent works deal with particular partial differential equations with random inputs [14] , [15] or stochastic parameters with a lack of regularity [16] . Another focus is the combination of MLMC with QMC to further reduce the complexity [17] , [18] .
The aim of this work is to investigate the applicability of the MLMC method to real world problems from electrical engineering, while prior works, e.g. [19] , were concerned with toy problems only. The scheme is adopted for the simulation of a permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM), see Fig. 1 . Different causes of uncertainty have already been studied in literature, e.g. stator-teeth length [20] , rotor eccentricity [21] and non-linear material behaviour [22] . In this work we consider uncertainties in the permanent magnets, see e.g. [23] . Since there is a trend to use segmentation for the construction of the stator, we also consider uncertainties in the welding regions between the different stator teeth. It is known that welding affects the permeability of the steel used for constructing the machine [24] . Due to the fact that the uncertainties destroy the symmetry of the machine, one has to model the full machine. Furthermore, the number of random parameters is large, thus the MLMC method is a proper approach for this problem. The quantity of interest is the mean magnetic energy, without any current excitation. To calculate this quantity up to a desired accuracy, an appropriate error indicator has to be used.
The outline of this paper is as follows: in Section II, a general magnetoquasistatic PDE is formulated together with the finite element (FE) scheme. In addition, the MLMC approach and the Richardson extrapolation-based error indicator are introduced. In Section III, the applications are introduced. Firstly, the approach is applied to a coaxial cable with uncertainties. This enables us to verify the results obtained by the extrapolation. The second application is a PMSM. The numerical results can be found in Section IV. Finally, in Section V, conclusions are drawn.
II. METHODOLOGY AND THEORY
The underlying equations are introduced first, followed by an introduction to the MLMC method and theory. After that, the Richardson extrapolation is introduced and discussed.
A. Magnetoquasistatic formulation and discretization
We consider devices that operate at low frequencies and treat them as magnetoquasistatic, i.e. we disregard the displacement current density ıωD << J s with respect to the total current density, where ω denotes the angular frequency of a sinusoidal excitation. Using the A formulation [25] in the frequency domain one obtains the following PDE
with imposed Dirichlet boundary conditions, where ν = µ −1 is the reluctivity or inverse permeability, σ is the electrical conductivity, J s is the source current density, A is the magnetic vector potential, A t denotes the tangential vector components of A and Ω refers to the computational domain. In the static regime ω = 0, we obtain the special case
with the same boundary condition. In either case, the total source current J s is given by
where J e is an impressed external current density, B r is the remanent magnetic field and ν pm is the reluctivity of the permanent magnets. The quantity of interest (QoI) can be any functional F(A), for example the magnetic energy
with B = ∇ × A and * denoting the complex conjugate. In order to solve the above mentioned PDEs, the finite element (FE) method is used [26] . In particular, the Galerkin approach is applied, where ansatz and test functions are chosen identically. The magnetic vector potential is approximated as
whereat a i are the degrees of freedom (DoF), w i are vectorial basis functions defined on a triangularization of Ω and n represents the level-dependent number of DoFs. We denote by ∈ [0, . . . , L] the level of the mesh. A large corresponds to a fine mesh and to an accurate solution, which however, also requires high computational costs. We define the mesh size h as the maximum edge length in the mesh of level . Examples of meshes of different resolution are depicted in Figures 2a and 2b. In this work, lowest order ansatz and test functions are employed. When considering planar 2D problems, the edge shape functions only have a z-component and can be constructed from the nodal shape functions N i (x) as follows
where l z and e z refer to the length of the device and the unit vector in the z-direction, respectively. This leads to the system of equations
where
and
which is essentially a Poisson equation with a non-standard right-hand-side because the permanent magnets introduce a singular excitation which may affect the convergence order of the FE method. However, this type of problem is well understood e.g. [27] , [28] . 
B. Multilevel Monte Carlo Method
In the following we introduce the MLMC method. We are interested in the solution of the elliptic PDEs (1) and (3) with random input parameters. Let us introduce the probability space (Θ, Σ, P), where Θ is the space of possible outcomes, Σ the set of events and P the probability measure. The random PDE reads
which is assumed to hold with probability one, where the solution A(x, θ) inherits the stochastic nature. It should be noted, that a random reluctivity ν represents both uncertainties in the material parameters and the geometry at material interfaces. The QoI can be the solution itself or a functional F(A). In the following, the QoI is denoted as W(θ) = F (A(·, θ)), which is again a random variable W : Θ → R. The purpose is to estimate statistical measures of the QoI. Our focus will be on stochastic moments, in particular, on the mean value E[W]. It should be emphasized that an approximation of the mean value operator can be used to numerically compute higher order moments and failure probabilities as well. Moreover, the probability density function of W can be approximated based on a MLMC approximation of the mean value using the maximum entropy method [29] .
The following exposition can be found in [13] . The main identity of the MLMC method reads
which can be derived by using the linearity of E[·] and by adding E[W L ] on both sides of
The solutions W 0 . . . W L refer to FE approximation on mesh level . The mean values in (11) are evaluated with the conventional MC method, which leads to
where E ML [·] represents the multi level estimator, whereas E MC [·] represents the unbiased MC estimator
Note that the superscript (i, ) expresses the fact that in the inner summation W (i, ) and W
−1 are evaluated using the same sample with index i. Also, a new sampling set is considered for each term of the outer summation, reflected by the superscript . The MC estimator is an unbiased estimator with underlying properties
V
where the variance is defined as
implies, that the variance of our MLMC approximation (12) is given by
Since
−1 approximate the same problem and use the same samples, their difference is small and so is their variance. We can already assume that the variance on the coarsest, computational cheapest, level is dominating. Thereby, the question which arises is how to choose N 0 , respectively N . The best approximation would be obtained by sampling only the highest level, but this would also imply a very high computational cost. Instead, in the MLMC method, the samples are distributed onto the different levels using a costbenefit consideration. To have a more quantitative measure, the total cost is introduced by
where C denotes the cost for one sample on level . After minimizing (17) , under the constraint of a fixed computational budget (18) , with a Lagrange multiplier method [13] , we obtain the optimal number of samples per level as
where ε is a user specified accuracy. A common measure of the error, resulting from the MLMC and the FE approximation is the mean square error (MSE), defined as
Hence, the MSE is divided into a stochastic error which is equal to the variance of the MLMC estimator and a so-called 
then there exists a positive constant c 4 such that for any 0 < ε < e −1 there are values L and N for which the multilevel estimator
has a mean square error with bound
with a computational complexity C with bound
The parameter α measures the weak error decay, whereas β describes the decay of the variance. Both can be derived a priori for a given problem class, e.g. an elliptic model problem, see [16] . If the analysis of the underlying problem is too complex, these constants can still be determined numerically in a pre-processing step, as discussed in [13] . The constant γ dictates the growth of the costs. If the mesh discretization is sufficiently fine, the cost for one sample is dominated by solving a linear system of equations with n degrees of freedom. Since we solve 2D problems with lowest order basis functions, it holds that n ≈ h −2 where we for now disregard any special treatment of singularities on the right-hand side. We rewrite condition (iii) as
In the case of a 2D problem with an optimized code and solver, it is possible to obtain γ ≈ 2, see [15] . To analyze the best possible efficiency gains by the MLMC method it will be assumed that γ = 2 in the following, although the costs of the actual implementation may be larger, e.g. due to a suboptimal linear solver. Hence, we define the total cost as
C. Richardson extrapolation
To keep the weak error below ε 2 /2, the last level L has to be sufficiently fine. Following [13] , the choice of L will be based on Richardson extrapolation in the following. Let w = W(θ) denote a random realization. Since the exact solution w is unknown, we have to use an approximation. The FE error on level can be written as
where K is an unknown constant, w is a realization of W on level , k 0 is the (known) convergence rate with k 0 < k 1 . In the following we assume that
holds, where h 0 is the initial mesh size on level 0 and ∆ ∈ (0, 1)
is the geometric refinement step. The FE error representation at a finer level h +1 leads to
Multiplying (28) with ∆ −k 0 and subtracting (26) from (28) yields the new approximation
Hence, we have improved the convergence order from k 0 to k 1 , compared to the conventional FE convergence. For sufficiently regular geometries, data and QoI there holds k 0 = 2 and k 1 = 3, i.e. a gain of one convergence order can be expected. The Richardson extrapolatorŴ defined in (29) can replace the exact solution W to obtain an indicator of the weak error. Yet, computing E W −Ŵ 2 is even more expensive than computing E[W ] and hence, another approximation is required. To this end we employ the so-called first-order secondmoment method. We assume in the following that the underlying problem depends on M independent random input
A random realization is again denoted by y = Y(θ). Let f Y and µ Y denote the joint probability density function and the mean value of Y, respectively. By abuse of notation we write W(y). The Taylor series of W(y) around µ Y reads
The first stochastic moment is defined as which can be expressed, using all terms in the Taylor series (30) up to order one, as
Equation (32) allows us to approximate the weak error at level as
which significantly reduces the computational effort. In particular, we can choose the number of levels a priori such that
III. APPLICATION
The MLMC method is applied to two examples. First we consider an academic toy example, for which a closed form solution exists, which is used to verify the MLMC simulation with the Richardson error indicator. The influence of the mesh type is also analyzed. Finally, the method is applied to a PMSM. Figure 3 shows the cross-sectional view of a conducting wire surrounded by a pipe. The geometry is split into three regions, such that the computational domain is given as Ω = Ω I ∪ Ω II ∪ Ω III . Region Ω I (dark grey) depicts the inner wire carrying the current I s and region Ω II (white) is an area filled with air. These regions are modelled with vanishing conductivity and have the permeability of vacuum. The last region, i.e. Ω III (light grey), depicts the outer pipe that is concentric to the inner wire. This outer pipe has a conductivity σ III and a permeability µ. It is assumed that the radius r 2 is 
A. Coaxial cable
In addition, it is assumed that the current is homogeneously distributed over the face, which leads to the source current density J s = I s /πr 2 0 . The source current gives rise to an electromagnetic field, which induces eddy currents in region Ω III . Since the source current is harmonic, we can solve the magnetoquasistatic PDE (1) in the frequency domain. The current I s only has a z-component, therefore, just the H ϕ component of the magnetic field will be non-zero and with µH = ∇ × A, the vector potential A can be reduced to A = A z e z . Moreover, the problem is translation-invariant and symmetric with respect to a rotation, thus we know that the magnetic field is given by H(r) = H ϕ (r)e ϕ .
The radius r 1 , as well as the relative permeability µ r and the current I s , are modelled as uniform and independent random variables. The realizations of the random variables read
with nominal valuesr
Table I summarizes the parameters describing the cable. The solution of the problem is numerically obtained by solving the FE system (7). It yields an approximation of the magnetic energy as defined in (5) . Using a mesh sequence satisfying (27) the MLMC method is applied to estimate the mean value E[W]. The mean value is also estimated using the stochastic collocation approach, which is well suited for this problem since only a low number of random variables are considered and the closed form solution is smooth [30] . The evaluated mean energy is used as a reference and to determine the finest level L in the MLMC algorithm.
B. Permanent magnet synchronous machine
The machine under consideration is based on the machine presented in [31] , which is a three-phase six pole PMSM (Fig. 1) . The stator has two slots per pole and per phase and a conventional distributed double-layer winding is used. The six rare-earth magnets in the rotor are buried. The rotor and stator are constructed from laminated steel. The stator consists of 36 teeth, which we assume to be welded together. The considered uncertainties in the PMSM are inherent in the teeth of the stator and in the permanent magnets in the rotor. Due to a welding process which causes material contamination, the reluctivities ν of the welding regions are considered random. This is also the case for the magnitudes of the remanent magnetic field (B r = |B r |) of the magnets. Furthermore, due to the manufacturing process, the angle of the permanent magnets can be considered random as well as depicted in Fig. 4 . The modelling of those uncertainties is partially based on [6] . In total we have to deal with 48 uncertain parameters. The random parameters are assumed to be independently and uniformly distributed:
with nominal values
As we disregard eddy-currents in this model, we can plug the uncertainties into (3) to obtain the stochastic problem. The QoI is again the total magnetic energy.
IV. RESULTS
In this section numerical results for the coaxial cable and the PMSM are presented and discussed.
A. Coaxial cable
For this example, a closed-form solution is available, which is used to determine the finest level L, required to satisfy a pre-defined accuracy level. Based on this result, the use of the Richardson error indicator is verified. Finally, it is also investigated whether the use of nested or non-nested meshes has an impact on results of the MLMC method.
1) Determining MLMC constants
Before carrying out the MLMC analysis, we determine the parameters α, β of Theorem 1 numerically. The quantities
are estimated using the stochastic collocation method. This is possible, since only three random inputs are present and the solution is a smooth function of these inputs. The degree of the collocation method is chosen such that the relative error of the mean value is below 10 −14 , resulting in a polynomial degree of p = 12. Applying a least square regression yields α = 2 and β = 4, see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . This is in agreement with the theoretical predictions in [16] .
It is noticeable that V[W ] is nearly constant over all levels. This observation complies with the theoretical considerations, that the MSE can be divided into an error of the variance and an error caused by the FEM approximation. 2) Results based on the closed-form solution Figure 7 depicts E ML [W L ] over costs for different error bounds ε. The costs are determined according to (25) . The closed-form solution is plotted as a reference. Figure 8 depicts the corresponding number of samples per level. Adding more levels reduces the weak error and one gets closer to the mean value determined by stochastic collocation. One clearly sees that the dominant costs originate in sampling on the coarsest level. This is expected due to the decreasing variance. Indeed, the number of samples calculated with (19) is significantly smaller for levels = 1, . . . , L, see Fig. 6 . Obviously, a higher accuracy requires more samples on every level and in some cases also an additional level, which leads to higher costs. 
3) Richardson extrapolation
In general, we do not have a closed-form solution available. In this case, to determine the finest level L, we use Richardson extrapolation as outlined in Section II. Figure 9 depicts the convergence of the Richardson extrapolation and the conventional FEM solution. The error is defined as 197
Richardson, respectively
The results show the convergence gain, discussed in Section II-C.
To verify the suitability of the Richardson extrapolation, the MLMC method was applied with Richardson extrapolation and with the analytical solution to estimate the weak error. The results for E[W L ] over the cost C, based on both approaches, are shown in Fig. 10 for a user-specified accuracy ε = 2 · 10 −4 . As a reference the closed-form solution E[W] is plotted as well.
Since we obtain probabilistic results, we consider confidence intervals in Fig. 10 . The central limit theorem [32] implies that E ML [W L ] follows approximately a normal distribution, such that the shown ±3σ confidence intervals contain 99.7% of the evaluations. The unknown standard deviation σ is estimated with the MLMC results. This demonstrates that Richardson extrapolation can be used in absence of a closed-form solution in the MLMC framework. Figure 11 compares the total costs of the MLMC method with and without Richardson extrapolation and the conventional MC method for a user-specified accuracy ε. The costs for the MLMC method are given by (25) . To determine the costs for conventional MC we have to analyse
The upper bound for the MSE is ε 2 , as it is for MLMC. The FE error is used to determine the required level and accordingly the mesh size h , so that the weak error is below ε 2 /2. Once the required levels are determined, the number of samples can be identified by enforcing the MC error to be smaller than ε 2 /2, leading to
The unknown variance in the previous relation can be approximated with its MC counterpart. Then, the total costs can be estimated by C MC = NC MC , where C MC denotes the cost of one sample of W on a mesh of size h . Since β > γ, Theorem 1 predicts a computational complexity of C ≤ c 4 ε −2 , which is confirmed by the numerical results. It is clearly visible in Fig. 11 that using the Richardson extrapolation produces similar results, with almost no additional costs. The costs for the conventional MC method are plotted as well. All costs are related to the user-specified error bound ε.
4) Nested mesh and remeshing
To generate the levels for MLMC, we have to refine the mesh. This can either be accomplished by a nested refinement strategy or by generating a new mesh with smaller mesh size h. More details on level selection can be found in [13] . Here, one level of nested refinement means that new mesh nodes are added at the center of the edges of the previous level without taking the original geometry into account. Since our geometry is a circle, the coarsest mesh defines the approximation quality of the radii. Another drawback is that the refinement factor ∆ in h = h 0 ∆ is is not freely adjustable. For a 2D mesh, at least an increase of the elements by factor four is obtained, which may quickly result in very dense meshes. However, the domain Ω and the material distribution is technically different for each level and thus any sample of the reluctivity ν(x, θ) is different for each level. Thus, a remeshing strategy violates the current theoretical MLMC framework. Nevertheless, our numerical results indicate that this effect has negligible influence and remeshing can and should be used in the MLMC method. Figure 12 shows the result for the magnetic energy calculated on nested and remeshed meshes for a user-specified accuracy ε = 10 −4 . The refined mesh is generated such that the DoFs per level are almost similar to the nested ones. The result of the closed-form solution is plotted as well.
In the following we want to estimate numerically the MSE given by
Therefore, the MLMC simulation is repeated 10 times and the outer expectation value is estimated via MC. This is done for the nested mesh and the remeshing strategy described above. Table II shows the respective MSEs. Both approaches satisfy the conditions MSE < ε 2 , thus we have demonstrated numerically that remeshing can be used for MLMC as well.
B. PMSM
We start our analysis of the MLMC method applied to the PMSM by estimating the constants α and β numerically. After that we perform the MLMC simulation for different error bounds ε, discuss the results and compare the costs to conventional MC.
1) Determining MLMC constants
To estimate α we study the convergence of the deterministic PDE. Therefore the relative deviation (Fig. 13) . The convergence for the Richardson extrapolation is given by O h 1.7 . A suboptimal convergence rate is to be expected due to the singular right-hand-side as discussed above. To estimate the constant β we perform a MLMC simulation with additional samples, compared to the samples calculated with (19) 2) MLMC results on PMSM The MLMC simulation is now performed for different error bounds ε. We obtain a mean magnetic energy of E ML [W L ] = 24.697 J and a variance V[W L ] = 0.390 J 2 . For nominal input data, the energy is given by W = 25.082 J.
As expected, the variance of level 0 is dominating, so are the costs (Fig. 15) . The total costs for a MLMC and a conventional MC simulation for a user-specified accuracy ε are compared in Fig. 16 . Since simulations with the conventional MC method become intractable for high accuracy, due to the high costs for one sample, the total costs are estimated. This is done in a similar way as in section IV-A3. The analytic solution W in the FE error (48) 
V. CONCLUSION
The Multilevel Monte Carlo method was successfully applied to an academic example and a real world problem. We have shown that the Richardson extrapolator is an appropriate indicator for the weak error and can be used to determine the finest level. Additionally, we have demonstrated that nonnested meshes can be used, which is essential as the number of degrees of freedom can quickly become very large when using nested meshes. The numerical results show that MLMC drastically outperforms conventional MC.
